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Profile:
Frank L. Flautt Jr.
By Oran Quintrell

"Lord, we ask you to bless
Memphis State and honor what
they are doing. .
It was just a simple prayer to
bless a lunch devoted to talking
about Memphis State University,
but it was an indication of the
devotion businessman Frank L.
Flautt Jr.,brings to being amember
of the Board of Trustees of the
MSU Foundation.
And for Flautt, it was just prac
ticing what he preaches.
"It's important for supporters to
say a good word every day (about
MSU)," said Flautt. "That's worth
all the media advertising about
Memphis State; you can't buy that
kind of coverage.
"Memphis State has tosell itself,
you can't sit over on Highland and
Central and assume that people
are going to knock the door down,
that's not going to happen."
Flautt says he is proud of being
one of the alumni and adminis
trators who are making a positive
impact for the University.
As presidentand partnerin Flautt
and Mann Properties, Inc., Flautt
runs a real estate development and
management company that owns
and operates eight hotels across
the country.
Two of those hotels have been
selected to be among Holiday Inns'
"Top 50"hotels inthe international
system—the Orlando, Fla. property
and the Augusta, Ga. hotel next to
the course of the Master's golf
tournament. Flautt and William J.
Mann also made headlines this fall
by putting together a $50 million
"condo" hotel, which was the first
to be affiliated with a major chain
(Hilton) andbrokered by a national
firm (Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner
and Smith).
Flautt knowshis business, which
is why his presence on the Execu
tive Committee of the Board of
Trustees of the MSU Foundation is
important.
"From the point of view of a
businessman, Memphis State is the
most important 'business' in the
city; the stronger the school, the
stronger Memphis is going to be,"
said Flautt.
A native Memphian, Flautt had
early connections to Memphis State
when he attended what was then

known as the Training School on
campus. With a diploma from
Memphis Central High School in
his hand, he enrolled in 1959 at
MSU to begin a long-range in
vestment of time with the Univer
sity.

first about a medical career and
enrolled in a class taught at
Memphis Stateby Dr. CarrollIjams.
"My inability to pass physics told
me I wasn't going to be a doctor."
Flautt switchedto anold interest,
history, and took his liberal arts

"I got a real cheap education considering
what I've made versus the $82 a semester it
cost me. My returns are phenomenal
"In fact, I met my wife the first
day at Memphis State," he said.
Flautt and the former Glenna
Boales graduated in 1963.
It took some time for Flautt to
come into his career of hotel
management. "I really didn'tknow
what I wanted to do" and thought

degree intothe job market wherehe
applied with a number of firms
before settling with Holiday Inns.
I just happened to hit Holiday
Inns; it was like the Lord put me in
that job," he said. "This was the
time at Holiday Inns when they
were young and didn't pay much

money but they gave you a lot of
opportunity for exposure and ex
perience."
Flautt took that opportunity to
learn, six years with Holiday Inns,
then six more with a developer of
Holiday Inn properties before join
ing with Mann in 1974 to form the
current company which has bro
kered about 45 hotel properties in
addition to owning and managing
their own.
He is proud of his transitionfrom
liberal arts to business. "Twenty
years agoit wasunheard of because
everyone was going into business,
but I figured if I was going to learn
somebody's business I would go to
work for them for four, five or ten
years, whatever, and learn the
business."
Even though business education
is even bigger business now for

Memphis State
MSU, Flautt thinksit's a good way
to enter the corporate world. "I
think I'd still stick with what I did"
except for varying his no-business
background with sales, manage
ment, computer and psychology
courses.
But regardless of the background
Memphis Statestudents mayhave,
the constantly-increasing flow of
MSU graduates is what excites
Flautt and blends fond memories
of what was with what will be his
role of raising money for his alma
mater.
"It was just a small, intimate
school back in those days, but we
thought it was large. . . with 4,300
students compared to today, it's a
change," said Flautt.
"I guess I was like most alumni,
for the first 10 years I did nothing
(to support MSU). I went to Home
coming games and that was the
extent of it."
But his interest in MSU sports
led himto becomean initialmember
of The Tiger Clubs from which he
took an interest in fund-raising for
academics as well.
"I guess in my own mind, I
supposed some fat cat died and left
some money to Memphis State and
that's how the school got money,
but Flautt soon found that MSU is
facing the "tremendous financial
stress that ison all universities for
funding, forcapital improvements."
"When you view the long-range
contributions MemphisState makes
to this community and this part of
the state, if not the entire state, a
way has to be found to properly
fund them," he said.
Memphis State's growth is the
key with which Flautt hopes to
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unlock the financial door. "At the
center of it all is a generation of
graduates," he said.
Flautt thinks MSU isreversing a
general trend toward lower enroll
ments in higher education and is
concerned over an announcement
last fall of a considered cutback in
enrollment due to state funding
restrictions.
"Memphis State has to continue
to turn out the very best possible
graduates theycan and continue to
expand their curriculum, but not
until they can afford the kind of
faculty to provide that kind of
education," he said.
A steady flow of alumni contri
butions "greatly determines the
course of Memphis State's fate, I
don't think the state alone can
meet Memphis State's needs.
"It just makes good business
sense to go to a Memphis busi
nessman and say 'look, Memphis
State's making contributions,
making strides in these areas;
you've got to support them."'

However, "thetwo orthree people
or the business thatgives bigbucks
aren't nearly as important" as the
small donations which are avail
able from MSU's growing classes
of graduates.
"It takes an alumnusa good10 to
15 years to reach a point where he
or she thinks of making a contribu
tion; mostalumni are busy building
a careerand afamily," said Flautt.
We have a wealth of graduates
all over this city and the state.
People don't realize that when
you're runningan annualfund that
the $10or the$100 gift is important.
If you could count on those gifts
every year you couldsolve Memphis
State's money problems."
Flautt found an indication of the
impact MSU has onTennessee and
the entire tri-state area the nighthe
attended a function honoring Ron
Terry, another MSU alumnus and
chairman of First Tennessee Na
tional Corporation. Flautt said he
was pleased with the number of
MSU graduates he metat theevent
who were officers in the First
Tennessee banksas well as atother
financial institutions.
"It was impressive to me to see
what MSU meant not only to
Memphis but to this state—these
are thekinds ofgraduates Memphis
State is turning out. It's not only
keeping pace with the times, but
we're turning out leaders."
Flautt's continuing work to build
alumni funding is"no more than a
'thank you' to Memphis State for
an education. . . I got a real cheap
education considering what I've
made versus the $82 a semester it
cost me. My returns are phenome
nal."
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It's emotional. It's almost mag
ical. It seems nothing short of
miraculous to watch the tiny musi
cians perform; to see a six-year-old
pick up aviolin and play a classical
composition. Child prodigies? Not
in the mind of a world-renowned
violinist and founder of the Talent
Education Institute in Matsumoto,
Japan, who insists thatthe children
are neither geniuses nor born with
superior abilities. Dr. Shinichi
Suzuki's 50 years of research and
teaching have convinced him that
"talent is no accident of birth."
To this belief, Suzuki developed
an educational philosophythat has
spread world-wide andbecome part
of the most sought after music
education program offered by
Memphis State University.
This January, Memphis State
celebrated ten years of affiliation
with the Suzuki Music Program,
coordinated on campus through the
Departments of Music and Con
tinuing Education. Atthe end of its
first decade, the program embraced
approximately 200 violinists, 30
cellists and 375 pianistsranging in
age from pre-school to high school.
The idea that a three-year-old
could begin music lessons was
astounding in the United States
when Suzuki's "Mother Tongue
Method" was introduced in this
country in the early 1960's. Tradi
tionally, American children begin
lessons at ages eight or nine. But
Suzuki believesthat earlyeducation
in all areas between birth, kinder
garten and elementary school is
crucial because it controls the
child's future. "Human ability will
not exist if it is ignored in the
seedling stages," he says in his
book, Ability Development from
Age Zero.
More than 50 years ago Suzuki
made astartling discovery thatled
to the birth of his Mother Tongue
Method of education. As he de
scribes in his book, Nurtured By
Love, Suzuki realized in a flash of
inspiration that all Japanese chil
dren are able to speak their native
language effortlessly andfluentlyregardless of how bright or dull
they were regarded.This proficient
achievement could only be ex
plained, Suzuki reasoned, by the
continuous process in which chil
6
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dren learn to speak, first by listen
ing, then attempting sounds, and
eventually whole phrases. Suzuki
saw the process as "the secret of
education to all human ability"
and sought to incorporate it in
other areasof education. Heexperi
mented and it worked.
"It's a systematic approach to
learning," said Allen Lieb, strings
coordinator for the Memphis State
Suzuki music program. "Though
Suzuki applied it to music because
he was a violinist, itcan be applied
to any area, whether art, sports, or
anything else." Lieb came to the
MSU program in 1979, after study
ing with Suzuki for a year and a
half in Japan.
To cultivatethe "sprout of talent"
that Suzuki declares exists in every

child, Lieb uses themethod to teach
success, not failure, to children
enrolled inthe MSU program. "You
always give the childsomething he
can do," he explains. "They all
progress at different rates,but they
all progress. Everyone can learn."
Suzuki delights in the vital "life
force" that exudes from little chil
dren, respects it, and believes that
not to develop it is inexcusable,
Lieb said. Suzuki believes that
parents have the critical respon
sibility for education in the home,
and for providing a rich environ
ment in which the child grows,
absorbing stimuli constantly from
birth.
Actual musicaltraining canbegin
long before the age of three. Pro
ponents of Suzuki's method believe
if an infant hears tapes of great
musical works daily from birth, at
about five months of age he or she
will show visible signs of recog
nition upon hearing the music
played within a series of other
recordings. With thisearly exposure
the child is usually ready to begin
lessons with an instrumentat three
years old.

Extensive parental involvement
with the program is required, Lieb
says, though most of the parents
themselves do not have musical
backgrounds. The Suzuki Method
is alsoa way ofteaching parents to
teach. At weekly individuallessons,
the parent who isto be the at-home
instructor isgiven carefuldirections
about how to conduct the daily

lessons. Tapes of the student's
current repertoire are repeatedly
played inthe homesince theSuzuki
method is dependent upon memo
rization.
A child is usually eager to begin
practice with an instrument after
first hearing music continuously,
and observing other children prac
tice. The teacher-parent learns to
play a simple piece on the instru
ment, and whenthe childexpresses
a desire to play also, the time is
right for instruction to begin. The
learning experience must bea fresh
and joyous one, motivated by a
child's naturalenthusiasm, forit to
succeed.
The Suzuki method also takes
into consideration the short atten
tion span of a child. Lessons are
"one point, one lesson," according
to Lieb, and only after thoroughly
mastering one technique does the
student progress tothe next lesson.
Material is continually reviewed, a
process built into the literature,
arranged personally by Suzuki,and
one that Lieb praises for its direc
tion andpedagogical sense. Young
sters begin with variations on
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"Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star"and
many are playing advanced pieces
between the ages of 6 and 8.
Is Suzuki interested in turning
out mini-virtuososwith hismethod?
No, say followers, although many
of hisstudents haveenjoyed success
in musical careers. Training good
citizens is Suzuki's ultimate goal,
one he would like to see adopted
internationally. "The purpose of
Talent Education is to train child
ren not to be professional musi
cians, but to be finemusicians and
to show high ability in any other
field they enter," says Suzuki.
Fundamentals children learn by
studying theSuzuki methodinclude
self-discipline, powers of concentra
tion and the ability to focus upon
one activity at a time. By receiving
continuous praise and encourage
ment, as well as intense individual
ized attention, a child progresses
naturally, with happinessand con
fidence.
The Suzuki violin method was
first taught in Memphis by Ethel
Scrivener and Lala Stephens in
1969. In 1972, Linda Jackson ini
tiated the first Suzuki piano pro
gram, now the largest program
offered by MemphisState inSuzuki
education. Jackson is the Univer
sity's Suzukipiano coordinatorand
her experience has shown her that
Suzuki's way is best.
"We tend to limit children," she
says. "Alot of talent canbe trained
by putting the child in the right
environment." Startingchildren at
8

such a young age is a distinct
advantage, she feels, because they
are not inhibited in their learning
habits, andtheir responsesare very
honest and open.
"Music is an emotional language
and children are so receptive to
emotions," Jackson says. Like
learning to speak their language
before they learn toread, the Suzuki
method teaches children to play
before theycan readmusic. Jackson
thinks it provides children with an
ideal way in which to express
themselves musically without be
coming "bogged down by mechan
ics." "You emphasize the joy of
playing rather than what piece
you're on,'" she explains.
When the Suzuki method was
first taught in Memphis, teachers,
parents and students metin private
homes. As the enthusiasm and
number of students grew, it became
necessary to coordinate the Suzuki
lessons and activities. Delano
Black, whose son Dylan was oneof
the first young students in the
program, had theidea of approach
ing the University to obtain space
so that Suzuki lessons might have
a centralized location. After guide
lines were drawn up between the
Music and Continuing Education
departments, Memphis State Uni
versity enrolled its first Suzuki
students in January of 1974.
Dr. Black, assistant dean of the
MSU College of Arts andSciences,
served as the initial president of
the MemphisSuzuki Parents Group,

an organizationthat formed to help
promote Talent Education for the
children of Memphis. The group
was officially chartered in 1973 as
the Suzuki Talent Education Asso
ciation of Memphis (STEAM) and
includes parents and teachers
devoted to spreading Suzuki's
philosophy through concerts, re
citals, workshops and publications.
STEAM has sponsored activities
such as Talent Education Tour
Concerts of Japanese children,
student workshops, piano camps
and the Memphis Suzuki String
Institute, an annual summer event
that has featured teachers from
across the nation and around the
world.
Suzuki students perform at var
ious functions throughout the city
each year, including the Memphis
in May festival. Piano students
travel to Mid-South townsand cities
to perform,and theToscanini Group
of violinistshas appearedin concert
with the Memphis State University
Orchestra.
The piano program isknown na
tionally asa teachertraining center
and summerworkshops, conducted
by Haruko Kataoka, an originator
of the Suzuki Piano Method and
master teacherat theSuzuki Talent
Education Institute in Japan, have
been held on the MSU campus. An
apprentice teacher program is
offered by the strings division at
Memphis State, as well as a grad
uate degree program in string
pedagogy. In 1980, the University
began to offera graduate degree in
Suzuki piano pedagogy,the firstin
the United States.
Both strings and piano Suzuki
programs have waiting lists, and a
satellite branch opened recently in
Germantown to accommodate pi
ano students. There are 11 full-time
piano teachers and eight strings
teachers.
In the last few years Suzuki
Talent Education pre-schools have
been opened in this country, an
indication that Suzuki's method is
becoming more extensively known
and used.
For information about the MSU
Suzuki music program, call the
Continuing Education office at(901)
454-2700.

A Foot
InThe
Door
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In keeping with the nation's
new-found fascination with soccer,
Memphis Stateintroduced the sport
as part of its varsity athletic pro
gram two years ago — the first
addition of a varsity sport in many
years. Thanks to the hard work of
coach Peter Bermel and a loyal
band of boosters, the soccer pro
gram at MSU is on solid ground
and building a firm foundation for
future years.
Bermel, a native of Arnhem in
the Netherlands, started the soccer
team as a clubsport on campus five
years ago. "At that time, we had to
compete with fraternity softball for
practice space," said Bermel in the
his thick European tongue."We've
come a long way since then."
And indeed they have, for intheir
inaugural year, the soccer team
was 7-11-2, including victories over
Southwestern at Memphis, South
Alabama, highly-respected Millsaps, and tiematches with Vanderbilt and Southwestern.
This pastseason, the team played
over .500 for much of the year and
took a midseason contest from
Lindenwood (Mo.) College, a power
house incollege soccer.They ended
with another winning record, 10-82, by beating Ole Miss 4-0.
Bermel's story is one of those
Horatio Alger tales. It's no secret
that there were some built-in
animosities to overcome in setting
up a soccer program on the inter
collegiate level. At a time when
budgets fornon-revenue sports were
tighter than seating for Tiger
10

basketball games at the Mid-South
Coliseum, Bermel went out and
raised more than $15,000 for the
team's first year. He went without
a salary until all the bills were
paid, and eventhen, he barely paid
for gas expenses.
Last year, some money was avail
able for the"new kid" on the MSU
sporting block, but Bermel stillhad
to scrimp when it came to travel
and recruiting allocations. How
ever, all of MSU's non-revenue
sports are on a similar "cornercutting" plan.
"Talent-wise, we are way ahead
of last year's squad," said Bermel
of his team. "The overall talent of
our club has improved 100 percent.
With some luck, we will have a
really good soccer team in 1984."
The leading scorer from Bermel's
first team, Bo Melson (10 goals and
8 assists), graduated and is now
with the Memphis Americans pro
fessional indoor soccer team.
But, nine freshmen helped Bermel
field a respectable team last year.
Midfielder Pat Fisher, a 6-4 product
of Germantown High School, is
always a scoring threat. Scott
Hauss is the younger brother of
football Tiger Greg Hauss and
provides added depth at midfield.
He's a 5-6, 150-pounder from
Briarcrest. Two newcomers at the
goalkeeper's spot, freshmen Erik
Gilley and sophomore Bobby
Williams, spearhead the defensive
effort.
Returning fora second-year were
Won Yun, the leading returning
scorer (eightgoals andfour assists),
and Didier Aur, a 6-2, 175-pound
midfielder from Memphis Univer
sity School. Aur has also been
drafted by the Americans.

Perhaps the most pleasant sur
prise of the 1983 squad was fresh
man midfielder Larry Creson, who
led the Tigers in scoring for much
of the season. The fleet-footed
Creson also arrived at MSU via
Memphis University School.
Creson's father, Judge Larry
Creson, was president of the 1983
MSU soccer booster club — one of
the most active booster clubs this
side of the Chicago Cubs' Bleacher
Bums.
The club has sold tickets, pro
duced and marketed the game
programs, rallied support in area
shopping malls and held mini-tail
gate parties in the parking lots
before many home games. "They
are the blood, sweat and tears of
our team," said Bermel. "I promise
you, I couldn't do it without them."
Bermel still has big plans for his
young team. "I can see the time
when we'll have 2,000 people a
game coming out to see us play,"
said Bermel. "Our attendance
greatly improved this year from
the first year. All it takes is some
hard work," something Bermel
knows a lot about.
He came to Memphis State after
working with area youth soccerfor
13 years and also worked with the
soccer program of Southwestern at
Memphis for about eight years.
He entered the United States in
1964 when he was 24 years old and
is oneof 13children. He has played
soccer sincehe was eight years old,
and has participated in interna
tional competition. He has brought
a European's love for this tradi
tional sport to the South, helping to
"kick off' a new tradition in Tiger
sports history.—by Phil Cannon,
Sports Information Office
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Fans.
Fanatics.
Crazy People.
They call themselves "diehards."
Not fair-weather friends who jump
on the bandwagon during the good
years—the winningyears; but those
who support their team through
thick and thin with more heart and
soul than any political candidate
or rock star could ever hope to
garner.
"A pregnant woman called the
MS UTicket Office before basketball
season to ask about changing her
Coliseum seats to ones closer to the
floor. Her obstetrician had told her
not to climb stairs and she said the
welfare of both her and her unborn
child would be on our heads if we
didn't give her better seats because
she was coming to those games,
pregnant or not."
Tiger fans—those folks whose
blood runstrue blueand grayduring
football, basketball,baseball orany
other sports season—come in all
forms.
There are the respected, mature
Mid-South businessmen who are
shrewd, cool executives in the
office—but wild and unrestrained
in the stands when theTigers play.
And there are the poised, regal
"Southern belles" who come to the
game clutching blue and white
pompons that they would gladly
crack over the skull of any referee
who was unlucky enough to get in
their way after making a call
against the Tigers.
What makes people this way?
Why would normallysane menand
women, sometimes many years
beyond their college days, paint
their faces or balding heads with
tiger paws, fight over season ticket
ownership in divorce court or hang
out of streamer-covered car win
dows on the way to Liberty Bowl
Memorial Stadiumor the Mid-South
Coliseum waving oversized Styrofoam tiger's paws?
Researchers have discovered
several reasons why people become
attracted and attached to sporting
organizations. It has been noted
that fan loyalty is not necessarily
related toa team's won-lossrecord,
as you might think. Athletics pro
vide entertainmentand relaxation,
a chance forsocial interaction and
12

a sourceof communityand national
pride for the spectator fans.
In addition, spectator sports af
ford the fan a chance for self-ex
pression. Writer George Plimpton
said inhis Sports Illustrated article,
"The Celestial Hell of The Super
Fan," that watching a sporting
event is like seeing any dramatic
art wherein theviewer can identify
and cheer with the hero and hiss
the villian.
The word "fan" is derived from
the Latin fanaticus or fanatic;
someone "possessed byan excessive
and irrational zeal." Thedefinition
may seem somewhat strong, but
somehow "sportsenthusiast" seems
too mild a word. Perhaps, "zealot"
would be better, denoting a person
who is "wholeheartedly devoted to
a cause or goal and who typically
seeks to advance it in a partisan
manner."
And while the moresedate among
us may have to patiently tolerate
sitting next to one of these devoted
crazies atthe games, MSU coaches
prefer to encourage rather than
discourage the fans' enthusiasm.
Lady Tiger basketball coach Mary
Lou Johns says, "Our team is very
proud of the support given by our
fans. It makesa world ofdifference
when we go intothe Field Housefor
a game and the place is full of
hungry MSU fans."
Former Tiger assistant football
coach (1977-80) and player (197376) Steve King, agrees. He sees the
fans as an extra member of the
team. "Even in the Liberty Bowl,
when you're down on the field,
you'd think you couldn't hear the
fans. But when they yell loudly,
you can hear it, and as a player,
believe me, it makes you give a
little bit more. You play harder."
"Then there's the Tiger fan whose
daddy raised himon MSU football.
He's never missed an out-of-town
game even though his job requires
him to travel a lot. See, he's a
railroad engineer and he'll drive
that train all night long, jump in a
car and keep on going to the sta
dium, wherever the Tigers are
playing."
While MSU is arelatively young
institution without the history and
tradition of a school like Texas
A&M (who, MSU players and

cheerleaders say, has some of the
loudest fans around), Tiger fans
have some traditions of their own,
designed to intimidate the visiting
teams and in one particular case,
one particular basketball coach.
Former MSU cheerleader captain
and now assistant director of MSU
development, Robert Capocaccia
explains, "I think our basketball
fans are some of the most intimi
dating ones around—what with all
of them yellingand cussing out the
referees. But it's especially bad
when Louisville comes to the Coli
seum. There's a whole group of
crazies who sit near the Louisville
bench and whenever Cardinal
coach Denny Crum stands up to
give his players instructions; you
hear these Tiger fans start chant
ing, "Sit down, coach." It can be
pretty annoying to the bench, I
imagine."
"We hope," he adds, happily
smiling at the thought.
Chants, yells and cheers are the
best-known ways for fans to make
their presence known, and Tiger
fans have several favorites. The
simple ones, such as"Go Tigers"or
"T-I-G-E-R-S" invite everyone to
join in. MSU's band has a favorite
football yell:"Shove thatball across
the line," and a popular fraternity
cheer is the somewhat over zealous
and emotional, "Kill, Kill, Blood
Makes the Grass Grow."
Of course the fan favorite to use
whenever the Universities of
Tennessee or Mississippi come to
town isthe easily adaptable, "Goto
Hell
."
Tiger basketballcoach Dana Kirk
is wellaware ofthe almostobsessive
nature of some Tiger roundball
followers. "Ourfans areincredible,"
he says."They arethe biggestfactor
in our program. Why, they are
literally raising the roof on the
Mid-South Coliseum to make room
for more of them."
"There's this family of fans who
drive this 'tiger car' to each of the
home football games. It's covered
with tiger-skin cloth and has a
tiger head on the hood and a tail on
the back. I guess they get some
pretty funny looks driving to the
games in that."
What is the attraction of Tiger
athletics to a fan? Basketball
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There may not be a way to
document it, but 88-year-old
W. R. Phillipsmight havebeen
the MSU Tigers' oldest fan
before his death last Novem
ber.
Phillips, a retired rural mail
carrier from Stantonville,
Tenn., played football in 1916
for West Tennessee State
Normal School, the teacher
training school whichwas the
predecessor to today's Mem
phis StateUniversity. His love
for MSU andthe Tigers—both
the football and basketball
teams—led him to donate the
old leather helmet he wore
when he played guard back in
1916 to the University two
years ago.
Last fall, during Homecom
ing Week, the University
repaid the favor by giving
Phillips something he should
have received 67 years ago—
his football letterman's swea
ter.

Phillips, an agriculture
major at Normal, had to get
back home soon after the
semester had ended to get his
fields plowed. The sweaters
had not been ordered before
he left, and so Phillips missed
getting his. But MSU and the
Letterman's Association made
up for the loss at their yearly
banquet when Phillipsreceiv
ed his long-awaited honor for
playing varsity sports.
Phillips' daughter, Mrs.
Naomi Chance, said her
father—even thoughthe years
have kept himhome and away
from the games he attended
faithfully for many years—
still listened to the radio to
catch allthe Tigergames. "We
read him the sports stories
about MSU and he would make
comments the whole time we
were reading to him. I remem
ber whenlast season'sfootball
schedule was announced. He
got very agitated, and said,
"Oh dear, why did they get
such atough schedulefor those
young boys."
As a "young boy" himself,
Phillips played on the Normal
School team which has been
immortalized in MSU football
history. During that 1916
season when Phillips did
gridiron battle, Normal School
posted a 115 point victory over
rival Somerville—a football
feat that has little chance of
ever being repeated.
Today, Phillips has passed
down hislegacy ofloving Tiger
athletics to his family much
as one would hand down a
precious heirloom. Daughter
Naomi recalls, "my sisters
(Mary Murdaugh, Jewell
Miller andRuth Nichols), their
husbands, our children and
grandchildren are Tiger fans.
And you know where we got
it? We got itfrom our daddy. If
only every Mid-South family
was the same."

booster Mrs. JayWilliams, director
of placement at the Cecil C.
Humphreys School of Law, tries to
explain it:
"Mine (love for the Tigers) is just
inside of me and it comes bursting
out when I'm at the games," she
said. "I've always had season tick
ets in the same area and the people
around me are like family. I rode
the bus to the '73 Mid-West Regionals without my husband or
sons and had a great time. When
they cut the net down after the
game, I wasdown thereon thefloor
with them.
"I don't know why I love it. The
team is just sofantastic," Williams
said. "When my order form comes
each year for my season tickets, I
just go into orbit."
Two of the MSU Tigers' most
notorious "Bik Blue Fans" are
former student Sam "Medicine
Man" Bielich apd television/radio
sportscaster "Big Jack" Eaton.
Either you love* them or you hate
them—but there's no denying they
are Tiger fans.
Bielich, whodresses ina loincloth
and buffalohead with hornsfor the
games, leads the crowd in spirited
spelling bees of the word TIGERS,
using his body to form each letter.
He urges each seating section to
outdo the others and can almost
single-handedly raise the crowd to
fever pitch. He also goes in for
stunts and antics that have some
fans screaming for more—and
others shaking their heads.
Jack Eaton, WMC-TV's sports
director, also excites fans to emo
tional levels. His unabashedloyalty
to the teams at MSU is legend
wherever the airwaves reach. He's
not unlike many of the superfans
you see at every game, he just hasa
microphone to helphim spread the
"good word" aboutthe Tigers. Like
all true fans, he remembers special
moments in Tiger sports history
that keep him coming back for
more.
"Following theTigers hasalways
been fun, but not always easy," he
said. "I started broadcasting the
MSU basketball games back in
1959. Of course, the highlightof my
career with the basketball team
was the '73 season. Everyone
remembers the NCAA finals with
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UCLA, but my personal highlight
was the game at New Mexico State
when we won the Missouri Valley
conference championship." (And
here, "Big Jack" remembers the
big play) "We had aone point lead
with seconds to play. They got the
ball to John Williamson fora short
baseline jumper—he missed—and
Larry Kenon leaped about six feet
in theair and snatched therebound
away from their center to preserve
the victory.

"My biggest thrillin football has
to be the 1967 win over Ole Miss,
27-17," Eaton remembers. "We had
come close a few times, but I never
dreamed that theTigers would ever
beat them. And I remember the
game in'73 when we beat the Rebels
in Jackson. I can still see our
quarterback David Fowler diving
into the end zone and dislocating
his shoulder and their last play—a
pass that Ray Wallace batteddown
in the end zone.

"I remember the 'flea flicker' in
the first game at UT. Had it worked
we might have won the game—it
didn't and we didn't either. And,
this past year's win over Ole Miss
by 20 points was a thrill. And then
playing at Alabama and leading
them at the half is something I'll
always remember.
"So, as you can see, following
Tiger athletics has been a big part
of my life, and I wouldn't trade it
for anything. We won't win'emall,"

super fan Eaton says,"but as long
as we give it our best shot, I'm
happy."
Some of the lesser-known, but
just as loyal, MSU superfans in
clude Memphis businessman
Charles Fisher, and a trio of ladies:
Lynda and Glenn Fuqua and Bess
Barry.
Fisher may not be known by
sight to your average Memphian,
but tofellow members of the athletic
booster group, The Highland
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Hundred, he's an ardent supporter
with afamiliar faceand asignature
chant.
"Beat 'em, Beat 'em, Beat 'em, Go
Tigers," Fisher yells in a booming
voice he uses to its fullest. He
adopted his special cheer after he
heard it at a boxing match and now
calls it his own. Football is his
favorite Tiger sport and he makes
every game—win or lose. A 1956
graduate of MSU and vice president
of Hyde and Company Realtors,
Fisher comesto thegames bedecked
in blue and gray, like many other
Tiger faithful.
Tiger sports fanatics are not
limited to the malegender—witness
the trio of women who follow the
Tiger men's basketball team.
Mrs. Lynda Fuqua, daughter
Glenn andfamily friend Bess Barry
have logged about as many miles
as theteam itself in their pursuit of
Tiger basketball fan immortality.
The three rarely miss games,
driving themselves across thestate
or across the South to follow the
team on the road; oftentimes being
among the few MSU fans to make
the away-game trips.
Phil Cannon, Sports Information
director for basketball, said the
three women stick out in thecrowd
because they are always wherever
you find the Tigers and because
they sitin the student section using
daughter Glenn's student guest
ticket. But the two older women's
enthusiasm may be higher and
longer-lasting than that of many of
the students whom they sit along
side while watching the games.
Are the players aware of such
loyal fans watching in the stands
game after game? Steve King,
assistant director of development,
feels an athlete plays better when
he knows hehas friends watching.
"That was the great idea behind
'Fan Day' before the beginning of
the last football season. Therewere
3,000 people there to meet the
athletes; to see them without their
helmets on and to get to know them
personally. Everybody knows you'll
work harder for a friend," he said.
"Without the fans, you're just out
there sweating," said King. "And I
can think ofeasier ways to work up
a sweat."

Dear Fellow Alum and Friends,
Through my many years of association with Memphis State, first as a student,
then as a reporter and, most recently, as Director of Athletics, I have seen the
enthusiasm for the Tigers grow and spread. Nowhere have I experienced more
loyal and dedicated fan support for a University's athletic teams. One only needs
to visit the Mid-South Coliseum for a Tiger basketball contest or to view a
Memphis State - Ole Miss football fray at Liberty Bowl Stadium to recognize the
pride exhibited by MSU fans.
The Memphis State total athletic program has made tremendous strides forward
and hopefully we are establishing the framework to build a tradition that will
equal or surpass any in the country. Yet to accomplish this goal, we need the
involvement of every MSU alum. I know that you are proud of the institution that
has had such an influence on the successes that you have accomplished. It
is now time for all of our Alumni and friends to rally to the support of our Tigers.
Many of you have begun not only to support Memphis State as fans at our
games, but also have elected to financially participate in MSU's Tiger Clubs. The
growth of the Tiger Clubs has been tremendous as witnessed by the listing of
our donors on the next four pages. I would hope that all of our total alumni
population would make a commitment to Tiger athletics by choosing an
appropriate Tiger Club to join.
With all of us working together, we will continue to climb toward our goal of
making Memphis State "# 1".

Charles Cavagnaro
Athletic Director
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SUPER TIGER CLUB

BENGAL TIGER CLUB

The following are members of the Super Tiger Club, Memphis State University.
Each of those listedhave provided at least $5,000 toward the MSUAthletic Program
during the fiscal year ending June 30,1983.

The following are members of the Bengal Tiger Club, Memphis State University.
Each of those listed have provided between $1,000 and $2,499 toward the MSU
Athletic Program during the fiscal year ending June 30,1983.

Armstrong Transfer and Storage Company
* Paul Barret, Jr.
William W. Bond, III
* Browning-Ferris
John J. Campbell, Inc.
* Roger J. Catarino-Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
* Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
* Bud Davis
* First Tennessee Bank
* Avron Fogelman
* Robert Fogelman
Dr. Tommy Fudge
* Golden Tiger Club
* Dr. & Mrs. C. G. "Cap" Herrington
* Holiday Inns, Inc.
* Mr. and Mrs. William T. Hull
* Dr. and Mrs. Riley Jones

* Leon Brothers and Associates
* Malone and Hyde
* Ron Miller and Associates
* Mt. Moriah Innkeepers
Naegele Outdoor Advertising
Otis Jackson Scholarship Fund
* Overton Electric Company
*G. Robert Pidgeon-Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
* Power Telephone and Supply
* William B. Tanner
* Union Planters National Bank
* Dr. Michael and Sheila Vernon
Victory Investments/Robert Gates
Kevin Wright Plumbing Company
Alvin "Bill" Wunderlich III
*indicates founding members

STRIPED TIGER CLUB

* E. A. Alburty
Allegheny International
* Anderson-Tully Co.
Joe Ballow
* George H. Barham
* James R. Barnwell
Dr. Reed C. Baskin
* Gerald A. Blanchard
* Dr. Robert Bourland, Jr.
•Thomas Braswell, Jr.
* Choctaw, Inc.
Courtesy Honda
Courtesy Pontiac, Inc.
Dean Foods Co.
Dr. and Mrs. Hubert Dellinger, Jr.
Dobbs Ford, Inc.
* Dobbs Houses, Inc.
James K. Dobbs, III
* John C. Dobbs
* John H. Dobbs
* Dunavant Enterprises

Hamel B. Eason
F. S. Sperry Co., Inc.
Dr. Harry W. Feinstone
Mr. and Mrs. Charles K. Fisher,
Billy Fletcher
Trow Gillespie
T. David Goodwin
Howard B. Hasen
Hohenberg Brothers Co.
HumKo Chemical
International Building Systems
Jeff Farmer and Sons
Kraft Foods Division
Burns Landess, Jr.
Sidney Lazarov
Leader Federal
William Loewenberg
Harvey Maxwell
McDonald's
Midland Bank and Trust
F. M. Norfleet

* Elma Roane
* Ryan Rendering Co.
* W. C. Schadrack, Jr.
* Ray C. Schutt
Dr. Edward S. Segerson
* Shelby Electric Co.
* Shoney's South
Dowen Snyder
Spring Hill Toyota
* Richard B. Summers
* Taylor Machinery Co.
Tension Envelope
* The Twenty-five Club
True Temper Sports
* United American Bank
West Ashley Toyota
Peter Willmott
* Witco Chemical Fdn.
*indicates founding members

The following are members of the Striped Tiger Club, Memphis State University.
Each of those listed have provided between $2,500 and $4,999 toward the MSU
Athletic Program during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1983.
All Travel Inc.
Allen Iron Works
Avis Car Rental
* Nick Belisomo
* Dr. Sidney Birdsong
* Bluff City Buick
J. W. Boals
Branyan Machinery/Hugh Keenan
Pat Carter Pontiac
Dr. D. J. Canale
Casual Corner/Allen Israel
* Chuck Hutton Chevrolet
Covington Pike Toyota
Larry Craig
Delta Cotton Co.
* First American Bank
* H. E. Folk, Jr.
* Foster Auto World
Goldsmith's
* Graceland Chrysler
Dr. Oakley C. Jordan
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Jones

Liberty Chrysler
* Madison Cadillac
McGregor Printing Co.
Merrie Oldsmobile
Metal Vent Manufacturing
Mike Nixon/QI Corp.
* Pat Patterson Datsun
David M. Pear
David C. Perdue
Pryor Olds
Reed Keras Buick
* Dr. Robert Richardson, Jr.
Sears, Roebuck and Co.
Southern Steel
Audrey T. Strohl
* Tim Fuss Chevrolet
Dr. Lee N. Vieron
Whitehaven Datsun
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Watson
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Whitten
*indicates founding members

TOM'S CLUB
The following are members of the Tom's Club, Memphis State University. Each of
those listed have provided between $500 and $999 toward the MSU Athletic
Program during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1983.
Alumax Extrusions
American Electric Motors
Minetry Apperson
Dr. John M. Dobson
* Cochran, Sanford and Jones
Donald E. Cook
* Gerry Cook
* Dowdle Sporting Goods
* James E. Echols
* Harold G. Farley
* Mr. and Mrs. William Frazee
* Mr. and Mrs. Charles Griesbeck
* Mr. and Mrs. James Hadley
Dan C. Halford

Mr. and Mrs. R.C. Hammons
Hart's Manufacturing
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Hokanson
Dr. and Mrs. Melvin Kraus
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Kraus
Lester F. Lit
Edwin M. Marks
McCarthy, Duffee & Lenahan
Hubert S. Menke
Morgan Keegan and Co.
Mr. and Mrs. David G. Mullins
James H. Prescott
Charles Safley
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Sandidge

Tom Schutt
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Scott
William B. Smith/Cook & Love, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Terry
Total Soccer
WMC Stations
Mr. and Mrs. Deason A. Ward, Jr.
Bob T. Williams
Dr. and Mrs. Paul H. Williams
Wilson & Savage Development Co.
Jerry L. Word
*indicates founding members
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TIGER TRACKERS CLUB
The following are members of the TigerTrackers Club, Memphis State University.
Each of these listed have pro

TIGER TRACKERS ASSOCIATE MEMBER
The following are members of the Tiger Tracker Associate Club, Memphis State
University. Each of those listed have provided between $25 and $99 toward the MSU
Athletic Program during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1983.

Eric Blair's Gloomy Vision
By Jay Tarbutton

"It was a bright cold
day in April, and the
clocks were striking
thirteen."
—opening of 1984, by George
Orwell
A flyer thumbtacked to a crowded
shelf in a Memphis bookstore
announced the ten current bestselling paperback books in the
country, according to a national
survey. Most of the books, as usual,
were recent releases. At the top of
the list, however,was anovel which
was written 36 years ago—but
whose title couldn't be more con
temporary: 1984,by George Orwell.
1984 is among the most popular

of the "negative Utopias," books
which present a pessimistic view of
a future society. In 1984,the action
takes place in a huge, totalitarian
mega-state ruled oppressively by
officials of "theParty" in the name
of a mysterious figure known only
as "Big Brother."
1984 is "one of the best-known
books amongthose who have never
read it,"notes Ramsey Fowler, dean
of Memphis State's University
College. Terms such as "double
think," "Newspeak," and "Orwellian" have become part of the
vocabulary of modern political
discourse, testifying to the book's
widespread influence among both
readers and non-readers; and its
recent rise to the top of the list of
current paperback best-sellers,after

more than a third of a century in
print, is evidence of its continuing
hold on the modern imagination.
One reason for thecurrent surge
of interest in 1984is, no doubt, tied
to the arrival of theyear in whichit
was set. Orwell is said to have
picked the date quite arbitrarily by
switching the last two digits of
1948, the year he wrote it. In
contrast to other futuristic novels,
which are usually set in a faraway
and non-specific time, 1984 is
unusual asit isset ina specifictime
well within the lifetime of its
readers.
As a result, many who have read
or heard of the book have probably
stopped for a moment at somepoint
to ask: "Is this the way it's really
going to be? What if this guy is
19
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right—even partly right?"
"One of the worst things people
can do is treat this book asa literal
prophecy," said Walter Jones,
assistant professor of political
science at MSU.
"Orwell wasn't somuch trying to
do concrete prophecy as to raise a
warning about certain dangerous
trends he saw happening. He was
afraid that what we thought of as
progress would end up badly."
In fact, said Robert Frankle,
associate professor of history, the
book represents Orwell's view that
the futureholds instore notprogress
toward a brighter, better world,but
the opposite. Orwell, the pen name

in which he lived and wrote, and
his experiences, Frankle said. "It
was very much a product of the
Thirties—Nazism, Communism,"
he said. "That was Orwell's great
concern. He was very pessimistic.
In Europe then it looked like
liberalism was going to be crushed
between oneextreme and the other,"
the two extremes being Hitler's
Nazism, or Fascism, and Stalinist
Communism. Both were much like
the brutal totalitarian state Orwell
describes, and served Orwell as
models.
Orwell was not, and isnot, alone
in his pessimism, Frankle added.
While earlier futuristic writers

of British essayist Eric Blair, shared
that view with other twentieth
century futurist novelists—in con
trast to writers of such books in
earlier times, Frankle said.
In onesuch novel, The Year2440,
published in 1742 bya French writer
named Mercier, the author "saw a
growing liberalism: torture had
been abolished; slavery had been
abolished; he even saw more equal
treatment for women. All thethings
the liberals were concerned about
had been accomplished."
By contrast, in 1984, "It looks
like torture has come back, after
being abolished; people are being
enslaved; there are experimentson
humans again—what Orwell sees
is a return to barbarism."
Orwell's view reflected thetimes

"looked forward to theculmination
of progress," he said, "the idea of
progress today has been pretty well
discredited."
In the past, Frankle explained,
writers and thinkers tended to
believe that the evils and imperfec
tions in society—and in people—
were the results of ignorance.They
believed that the spread of know
ledge and the advances of science
would gradually improve man, and
mankind.
That faith was shaken in the
twentieth century, when after
centuries of "progress," someof the
most savage events in history took
place, he said. They included World
War I, which brought "mass
slaughter" on an unprecedented
scale, and World War II, which
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brought the rise of Hitler and the
massacre of six million Jews "in
what some people saw as the most
'civilized' nation in the world"
—Germany.
For Orwell, the triumphsof Hitler
and Nazism in Germany, and of
Stalin and Communism in Russia,
were signs of what he saw as the
biggest danger ahead—the growth
of the totalitarian state, said Jones.
"His feeling was that the threat
of totalitarianism, while bigger in
the Soviet Union and Germany,
was aphenomenon ofthe twentieth
century. He saw the potential in
every modern society for veering
toward totalitarianism."
"Totalitarianism" refers to the
kind of state in which the central
government controls every aspect
of its citizens' lives; freedom and
civil liberties areseverely curtailed
or eliminated, and every action is
judged on whether it serves the
best interests of the state. Hitler's
Germany and the Soviet Union,
especially under Stalin, are exam
ples.
Was Orwell right?
"By and large, we've escaped it,"
said Frankle. "We're not a totali
tarian society. I think 1984 tells
you more about the past than the
present. There are certain things
that clearly haven't come about;
the most obvious involves sexual
activities, of course—instead of a
reduction, we've got this great
proliferation."
The potential is still there, how
ever, Jones said; he cited the
Communist hunts of the early
fifties, led by Senator Joseph
McCarthy and the House UnAmerican Activities Committee, in
which "the constant search for
traitors—the blacklists"echoed the
kind of "true believer attitude that
led to the mass purges conducted
by Stalin."
Other threats Orwell foresaw are
relevant today, Frankle said.
"There is the influence of the
media—I think hegot that part of it
better," he said. "Clearly what is
important in 1984 is telecommuni
cations. At thetime, television was
in its infancy; now, it's much more
influential than people think."
"Inside the flat, a fruity voice
was reading out a list of figures
which had something to do with

the production of pig iron. The
voice come from an oblong metal
plaque like a dulled mirror which
formed part of the surface of the
right-hand wall. Winston turned a
switch and the voice sank some
what, though the words were still
distinguishable. The instrument
(the telescreen, it was called) could
be dimmed, but there was no way of
shutting it off completely,"—from
1984.
"It's like Soviet TV," said
Frankle. "It's boring; on the other
hand, it's hard to shut off. It's there
all the time, and yousort of pickup
messages and so forth."
Of course, televisionin theUnited
States isnot runby thegovernment,
Frankle noted; in fact, "TV sees its
ratings reinforced, not by support
ing the government, but by criticiz
ing it. I think that functions to
prevent any candidate from being
idealized like Big Brother."
However, he added, "I think
Orwell was right—it (TV)has great
power to shape our thought."
Television alsotends toencourage
uniformity, Fowler said. "Themajor
media centers—New York, Wash
ington, Chicago, Los Angeles—are
only six percentof the population,"
he said. "The country is very
diverse; but it's probably no more
diverse than Russia," and a cen
trally-controlled, uniform media
system "seemsto bepretty effective
there" inpromoting uniformityand
orthodoxy.
A more positive effect of recent
communication technology was
pointed out by Dr. David Cox,
chairman of the MSU political
science department. Noting the
potential for abuse, he added,"but
by the same token, you have
increased opportunities for indi
viduals of all types to communi
cate."
The telescreen is one of the best
known artifacts of Orwell's future
society. That may be one reasonfor
the widespread belief that technol
ogy isconsidered a central element
in the "Orwellian" state; one thing
sure to be brought up in any dis
cussion on the threat of 1984 is the
current "informationrevolution"—
the advances in computer and
communications technology in re
cent years.
However, to see technology at

the heart of the 1984 nightmare is
to miss the point, Frankle said.
"My personal view is that the real
threat is technology; but I don't
think that's what Orwell's book is
about," he said. "I think it's essen
tially a political book; the technol
ogy is not all that different" from
what existed at the time.
In fact,Frankle added,one reason
Orwell set his novel so near in the
future may have beento de-emphasize the technological differences.
In 1984 "technology is neutral;"
the evil is in the hearts and minds
of the people.
Another well-known element of
Orwell's novel is "Newspeak," the

language invented by the rulers of
the society to help control the
thinking of the people.
In 1984, "the language becomes
a political weapon," said Jones.
"It's the corruptionof language for
political purposes.""Newspeak" is
based on English, but is almost a
completely new tongue, with its
own vocabulary and grammar.
What wordsdo remainare redefined
so itbecomes impossible to express
a thought that is not acceptable to
the ruling Party.
While no such coordinated effort
to developa new political language
and eliminate the oldone hastaken
place in the real world, there are
numerous examples of words being
manipulated and mutilated for
political purposes, Jones said.

"After World WarII, the name of
the Department of War was chang
ed to the 'Department of Defense,'"
he noted, and added:"'War' brings
up connotationsthat 'defense'does
not." A similar term—also coined
by the military to conceal, rather
than reveal,meaning—is thephrase
"pacifying villages," invented in
the Vietnam era, Jones said. It
meant, "you went in with a lot of
shooting and a lot of killing."
One of the most famous resultsof
such language distortion was the
remark by a U.S. combat officerin
Vietnam who explained the "paci
fication" of one village by saying,
"We had to destroy that village in

order to save it."
Is it 1984 yet?
There is no easy answer. In the
view of these MSU professors, the
dangerous trends Orwell foresaw
have not taken over yet—but they
haven't gone away, either.
Besides, as Orwell said early in
his book, it might not be 1984 in
1984 at all; as Winston, the novel's
hero, thinks when he begins a diary
at the start of the novel:
"To begin with, he did not know
with any certainty, that this was
1984. It must be round about that
date. . .but it was never possible to
pin down any date within a year or
two."
Maybe we'd better watch out for
1985.
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Sweating It Out
"OK! Let's start it out RIGHT!"
And with a burst of finger-poppin', struttin' music like"She Works
Hard for Her Money," another
"Morning Workout" class begins
an exercise in fun and"socializing
with a good excuse."
In a spacious, mirrored dance
studio at MSU's Field House, exer
cise leader Peggy Hill takes her
group of eager Continuing Educa
tion students through a head-to-toe
workout combining dance, stretch
ing, calisthenics and aerobics.
Popular, upbeat tunes set the pace
for 90-minutesessions duringwhich
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every muscle is pushed, pulled and
stretched into shape. Hill's com
mands of "flex. . .push. . . push. . .
push" in time tothe "uh uh uh/hey
hey" of "Ain't That Peculiar" are
the incentive that keeps everyone
moving. And the weariness that
perpetual motion brings is hardly
evident in thesea of arms and legs
synchronizing to the rhythm of a
thumping bass.
For some it's the variety and fun
of "Morning Workout" that keeps
them coming back five days a week.
For others it's the pain. (Hill
describes the pace as"challenging,"

a polite way of saying that you'll
get your money's worth. You WILL
sweat.) But every student readily
agrees that "Morning Workout's"
appeal wouldn't be the same with
out thetrim dynamo who puts them
through their paces, encouraging
them to feats they never thought
possible. As one student raved,
"Peggy knows whatshe's doing, so
you don't get hurt. She's super."
The classes are being offered
again this spring. For information
contact MSU Continuing Education
at 454-2700.
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Pyeatt's Folly?
Would you give up a position aschairman of theboard
of a major bank to teach college students the finer
points offinance? Wayne Pyeatt did anddoesn't regret
it.
By Laurie Petrick

These days, when businessman
and banker Wayne Pyeatt refers to
himself as"chairman of the board,"
he's referring to the blackboard in
the classrooms of the Fogelman
College of Businessand Economics
where he teaches.
But not so long ago, before he
took up thechalk and the textbooks,
Pyeatt was board chairman at
Memphis' Home Federal Savings
and Loan Association. Before that
he held the same spot at the
National Bank of Commerce.
What led someone from the
prestigious position of chairman of
the board to that of an instructorin
the Memphis State department of
finance, insurance andreal estate?
According to Pyeatt, it was a love
for education and a desire to do
something different.
"First, all my adult life—and I
consider my adult life as starting
after I was 30—I've enjoyed things
having to do with colleges and

universities. I've taught summer
courses for the American Banking
Association and the American
Institute of Banking andalso served
as amember ofthe boardof trustees
at Southwestern for 11 years.
"Second, I hadreached a point in
my life when I was tired of doing
what I was doing and I wanted
something new."
Fogelman College Dean M. E.
Bond found a way for Pyeatt to
combine his two desires. Bond
offered him a position on the MSU
faculty soonafter Pyeattannounced
he was stepping down as chairman
at Home Federal in January, 1981.
That following fall, in September,
Pyeatt began his new career as a
full-time finance instructor at the
University. It was a move the 59year old banker said he should
have made when he was 45.
"I had two reasons for becoming
a college educator," said Pyeatt.
"Most people don't really know

what they wantfor maybe 10 years
after college," he said. "I loved
banking, but I think I should have
made the switch into teaching by
the time I was 45. But I felt I was
too 'elderly'to switch careers—that
I was 'locked in' to a career in
banking.
"If I had not had the banking
background, I wouldn't have been
able to teach because I'm not
academically qualified. But I'll tell
you honestly, I much prefer teach
ing. I have the best of both worlds,"
he said. "I love business and I love
teaching and at MSU I'm teaching
business. It's just wonderful."
Pyeatt sees his teaching ability
as alimited one, however. While he
has more than 30 years of a suc
cessful business career behind him,
Pyeatt says he still feels inferior to
his new colleagues in education.
"I have a purely practical back
ground which I must stress is not
nearly as important as having an

academic background. 1 feel un
comfortable without an advanced
degree, but I don't have time to
pursue one. I enjoy being around
the faculty of this department and
college. Many of them are so
knowledgeable about their subject
that sometimes I feel overwhelmed.
Most are more expert than I."
While Pyeatt may downplay the
academic value of his successful
business career, it is obvious his
expertise is in demand both inside
and outside the classroom. He is
currently serving a term as a
member of the Memphis branch of
the Federal Reserve Bank of St.
Louis, besidesteaching twosubjects
at MSU.The twosubjects—banking
and personal finance—are under
graduate business courses which
Pyeatt feelshave somethingto offer
to any college student with any
academic major.
"Too often, people graduatefrom
college without a knowledgeof how
to handlemoney," hesaid. "Wheth
er you are going to be handling
money in a business or not, you
need to know how money touches
your life—throughinsurance, taxes,
loans, realestate andso on.I believe
if youdon't learnabout these things
in a college course, you'll find out
the hard way later when you lose a
lot of money."
As he tries tohelp the students in
his classesget some practical bene
fits from his teaching, Pyeatt says
he also profits.
"This school renews me. Every
new semester I see all those new
faces and I get excited. I feel
comfortable with my students and
I think this goes back to when I
was iii business. I triedto stay close
to the employees."
Pyeatt said teaching has made
him more"meticulous" about what
he says as well asmore knowledge
able about his old profession of
banking. "There are many things I
have learned through study. I am
much better informed and I see
that the perfect situation is one in
which practical business experience
and education meld.
"The businesscommunity should
recognize theviability of academics
and the people in academia should
realize theimportance of the 'School
of Hard Knocks,"' he said.

Some of whatPyeatt haslearned
since becominga teacherhe admits
would have been helpful to him as
a banker and businessman. "I've
learned a lot in the area of regula
tory control since Ibegan teaching.
There were regulations I dealt with
every day as a banker that I didn't
really know," he said. "Also, back
ing away from the banking world
helps me to see it more clearly."
"Backing away," as he puts it,
from the banking worldhas not left
Pyeatt longing for the luxuries he
may havehadasachairman of the
board. Today you'll find him shar
ing a windowless office with an
other professor. No personal sec
retary, no plush office suite—not
even a telephone onhis desk.Pyeatt
jumps up often to catch his officemate's ringing phone to take
messages for other MSU faculty
members—ringing theiroffices with
the efficiencyof thebest receptionist
and disproving the popular belief
that some corporate bigwigs can't
tie their own shoes without help.
The former banker laughsat any
suggestion that hemay be missing
out by giving up the executive life.
"I guess you have to be able to
deflate your ego a bit, and not be
hung up on all the trappings of the
executive life. It's a lot to give up
and some people's egos won't let
them do it.
"I thought my former banking
colleagues would think I was crazy
to give it all up, but it turns out
they're envious. Seventy-five per
cent say I'm a lucky guy. Ron Terry

(chairman of the board, First
Tennessee National Corporation)
told me hehas alwayswanted to do
this, too."
Even though he gave up some
luxuries and prestige to go into
teaching, Pyeatt also gaveup a lot
of stress. "The pressure of being
chairman of the boardis gone. The
only pressures I havenow arethose
I put on myself. There areno more
pressures from shareholders."
Is a teacher's life a slower one
compared to the fast-paced world
of high finance? "Well, to be truth
ful, when I was in banking I
attended a lot of meetings where
nothing happened. And when I
was chairman of the board, I called
a lot of meetings where nothing
happened!
"Believe me, Ifind this life plenty
fast," he said."I've been as busy as
I've everbeen." Besideshis teaching
duties, Pyeatt chairs the '83-84
lecture program committee respon
sible for bringing distinguished
business-related lecturers to the
campus. But he feels one of his
most important responsibilities is
to carry the "good word" of MSU to
the business community.
"This is a good school and my
interest isto makeit abetter school.
One thing that impressedme about
the faculty here when I joined is
that everyone of themis interested
in raising the standards of this
college. A high standard is more
important for this collegethan any
other, I feel.
"Our reputation in years past
was as a college that was less than
demanding, and some people in the
business community wereconcern
ed about the preparation of our
business graduates. I don't feel that
concern has ever been justified;
this year we've begun requiring all
business majors to take calculus,
for example," he stressed. "But if
people perceive the school as being
that way then it's our job to prove
them wrong."
Pyeatt, as a link between the
business community and the aca
demic world at Memphis State, has
a chief executive's confidence, a
businessman's practical know-how
and an educator's love for know
ledge necessary to help get that job
done.
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University Opera Theatre:
Academic Arias and
Student Sopranos
By Vickie Blair
The MSU Opera offices are
situated in an old house on Central
Avenue across from the campus
proper. Driving past, one would
suppose it to be a residence, but
coming up the walk, the conspicu
ous absence of curtains becomes
evident.
The house, which has been con
verted into offices, is much like the
other MSU departments, except the
kitchen has more cabinetsthan the
usual faculty lounge, and undoubt
edly the mostmarked distinction is
the bathtub in the restroom.
Entering the office of Tom
Machen, MSU Opera Director, one
finds a rectangularroom that once
served as someone's living room
adorned with several windows and
a grand piano. And, sitting behind
his desk is Machen, a hearty young
man with a braces-perfect smile
and tousled hair.
MSU opera started about20 years
ago with a couple of music profes
sors anda handfulof interested stu
dents. The program thrived for a
while under the direction of George
Osborne, and then fizzled. The
thrust of the program at that time
almost put MSU Opera in competi
tion withanother localorganization
devoted to opera, Opera Memphis.
"I hate to see that kind of
competition," Machensaid. "Ithink
we arebeginning to develop a more
sympatico relationshipbetween the
two opera companies. Many MSU
students get their first professional
opportunity at Opera Memphis."
Machen took over as the opera
director atMemphis Statetwo years
ago. Not only has he worked hard
to maintain and improve perfor
mance quality, but he has success
fully improved the production
quality by getting a much needed
budget increase for the operas
presented.
In 1982, $3,000 was allotted to
the program at first. Later in the
season that figure was raised to

$5,000. Last year, the operating
budget was $28,000, which isstill a
bit lessthan Machen feels isneeded
for topquality operatic productions.
According to Machen, much of
the impact of an opera production
is inthe pageantry of costumes and
set designs, as well as thedramatic
and musical performances of the
players. "I want us to present
productions which are inevery way
on the professional level," Machen
said.
Professional opera companies
often perform what has become
known as'instant opera.'This term
refers to the practice of having to
put a production togetherin two or
three weeks.
"In the college situation we can
spend two months on rehearsals.
This gives us more time for details,
a luxury that many professional
companies cannotafford," Machen
said.
Another advantage of the uni
versity opera's extended schedule
is the time for learning and in
struction. "Our thrust is teaching
music and stage techniques to
younger singers. What we're doing
here is teaching music theatre."
Machen recalled that his first
music theatre professor had a sign
on hisoffice doorwhich read,"Help
Stamp Out Opera." "I think what
the poster was referring to is the
traditional view of opera, which is,
big, fatpeople openingtheir mouths
on stage and then tromping off."
It seems Machen hasbeen ableto
shape adifferent image of opera for
the MSU Company. Riding on the
crest of successful attendance and
rave critical reviews from the last
season, Machen has scheduled a
double-bill for the March '84 pro
duction, featuring "The Secret of
Susanna" and "Gianni Schicchi."
Machen received his bachelor's
degree at Arizona State University,
and his master's and doctoral
degrees atthe University of Illinois.

After receivinghis master'sdegree,
he got a job with the Metropolitan
Opera Studio. However,his lovefor
opera didn't become deeply forged
until he received a Rotary Founda
tion Grant to study in Vienna,
Austria.
"That's where it all came together
for me," he said. "Sometimes I
would go to two operas in one day.
It was especially exciting to be in a
town where Beethoven and Mozart
had lived. There was just such a
strong sense of musical history
everywhere that it was easy to get
swept up in it. And I did."
Another town which swept
Machen off his feet was Memphis.
After receiving his doctoral degree,
Machen turned down other job
offers to come to MemphisState. "I
think Memphis is a very artsoriented city," he said. "The level
of talent in Memphis impressed
me."
The level of talent of MSU opera
students andtheir directorbecomes
evident at an opera rehearsal, as a
cast of more than 20 gathers in the
band rehearsal room in the base
ment of the Music Building for
their regular afternoon practice.
Machen is seated behind a
podium, somewhat resembling a
pulpit. (Actually, he doesn't stay
behind itvery much.)As thepianist
starts playing the music for the
finale, Machen stages the actors'
movements, scurrying among them,
pulling them into their places.
Watching the lively group of
young adults perform, clad in jeans
and Nikes, without elaborate sets
or costumes, one is able to enjoy
and appreciate the simplicity of
well-trained voices making "opera."
Toddling inthe midstof the crowd
is one singer's little girl, who gets
all the ooh's and ahh's during
breaks. But, as soon as the music
begins, she loses thefocus of atten
tion. And when even a baby can't
steal the show — that's some act.
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People, Places &Things

DUCKS

Rumor has it Donald Duck is
pretty jealous over the attention
one MSU professor has cast on
Memphis' own Peabody ducks.
Dr. James Richens, associate
professor of music in the MSU
College of Communication and Fine
Arts, has received a special award
for his musicalcomposition "March
of the Peabody Ducks" from the
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers (ASCAP).
ASCAP, a performance rights
organization, each year gives the
special awards to members to
recognize outstanding achieve
ment.
"March of the Peabody Ducks"
was composed for and recorded by
the MSU "Mighty Sound of the
South" Marching Band. Little T
Music Publishers is distributing
the composition under MSU's High
Water recording label.
Richens has been an ASCAP
member for six years."ASCAP has
25,000 members andpresents about
50 awards each year, so it's a very
nice thing to get," he said.
—Laverne Daley

V^omputers are popping up allover at MSU as several have been given
to the University as gifts by generous alumni and corporations.
Tandy Corporation/Radio Shack presented MSU President Thomas
Carpenter with a TRS-80 Model II microcomputer last fall. Corporate
president John V. Roach made the gift and also told MSU that Radio
Shack will offer MSU personnel a faculty discount program for the
purchase of microcomputers.
Another locally-based corporation, AutoShack, alsogave the University
a microcomputer last fall.J. M. "Mickey"Robinson, a1968 MSU graduate,
is president of the company, which made the gift of an Apple lie dual disc
drive computer and printer to the Mississippi Valley Collection.
The MVC, the archives of the MSU Library, plans to use their new
Apple to maintain an internal inventory of their special collections.
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.S. Representative Harold
Ford recently donated a collection
of his Congressional office papers
to Memphis State University's
Brister Library for inclusion in the
Library's specialcollections section.
The papersspan Ford's first three
terms in office and reflect many
aspects of the work of the Con
gressman and his Washington
Office staff.
"We are very happy to have
them," saidEleanor McKay,curator
of theMississippi Valley Collection,
"they reflect mainly what constit
uents want in the district and what
the Congressman is doing to meet
their needs."The papers are housed
in theMississippi ValleyCollection,
of the Library.
The Ford papers are dated from
1974-1981 and includeinformation
about legislation introduced in
Congress, letters to and from
constituents, casework files, Con
gressional floor files, records on
legislative committees and infor
mation on a variety of subjects
which interest the Congressman.
Photographs, small artifacts and
records of Ford's Memphis office
are not included in the collection.
The papers are compiled from
the 94th, 95th and 96th Congress
and are restricted for a 15-year
period, to be used only by scholarly
researchers who receive written
permission from Rep. Ford or his
attorney. Beginning January 2,
1998, they willbe open for research
without permission.
According to John Terreo, assis
tant curator of the Mississippi
Valley Collection, the papersgive a
picture of Ford's beginning daysin
Congress. "A researcher can see
how he reacted as a feshman
Congressman, whether he has
changed his way of thinking since
then and how he develops his
outlook toward different issues,"
he said.
The MississippiValley Collection
also has the Congressional papers
of Ford's two prodecessors, former
U.S. Representatives George W.
Grider (1964-66) and Dan H.
Kuykendall (1962-1974).—Anthony
Plummer

Fashion designer Pat Kerr,
internationally famous for her
antique lace creations, has estab
lished a new scholarship fund at
Memphis StateUniversity through
the department of home economics
and distributive education.
Pat Kerr Inc. scholarship fund
will present one $500 award each
year to the outstanding MSU stu
dent majoring in fashion design,
merchandising or art. The student
must alsoshow potentialfor success
in the fashion area.
"We are very proud of MSU and
what is happening there. We really
wanted to be part of the University,"
said Kerr, a graduate of MSU's art
department. Jana Kerr-Edwards,
Pat's sister and business manager
of Pat Kerr Inc., is also a MSU
alumna, havingmajored in fashion
merchandising.
The first recipient of the scholar
ship wasWendy Schutt of Memphis,
a fashion merchandising major,
who graduated in December.
"The scholarship will be very
important inencouraging students

who are interested in the creative
as well as merchandising area. We
feel it will increase awareness of
the importance of product creation
and marketing, and also motivate
students to excel in the field," said
Dr. Dixie Crase, chairman of the
MSU department of home econom
ics and distributive education.
Pat Kerris notedfor her romantic
and classic couture and wedding
designs, composed of heirloom lace
and antique textiles. Her creations
are worn by many socialites, heads
of state, royalty and film stars
throughout the world and are
carried by many prestigious stores,
including Neiman-Marcus, Bergdorf Goodman and Martha's.
Many of Kerr'sdesigns have been
featured in such noted fashion
publications as Town and Country,
Bride's, L'Officiel,Vogue, Women's
Wear Daily, Modern Bride and The
New York Times, among others.
Her fashion design business is
based in London and Memphis.—
Anthony Plummer
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x\. familiar faceto anyone who has been involved in MSU fund-raising
activities oyer the years is Glenda O'Connor who left her position as
associate director in the Office of Development to return to college and
"practice what she preached."
"I never had the time to complete my bachelor's degree so I finally
decided to do it. It's hard to work in higher education and not have your
degree—sometimes people look at you funny," she laughed.
O'Connor has worked for MSU since 1969 serving in a variety of staff
positions working with support groups, the Academic Fund drive, and in
corporate and foundationrelations. During hertenure in the Development
Office, O'Connor served as acting director twice.
O'Connor hopes toreceive a bachelor of businessadministration degree
in accountancy by May, 1985 and then sit for the CPA examination. She
believes a degree will help her in her career.
"I spent 14 years advancing the merits of higher education in general
and Memphis State University in particular," she said. "I believe
wholeheartedly in both, so I was naturally led to a desire to obtain my
degree.
"For advancement in almost any profession, a degree is a basic
necessity today," O'Connor believes. "After transferring my undergrad
uate work from another college, I began taking night classes at MSU
several years ago. I loved the classes, and I loved learning. After 'testing
the water,' Ibecame confident that it wasn't too late for me toget a degree;
but I decided if I was going todo it, the soonerthe better."—Laurie Petrick
When the United States hosts
the Summer Olympic Games in
Los Angeles later this year, there
will be one MSU athletic coach
with more than a passing interest
in the lives of the athletes representing this country.
Terry Bryson, Lady Tigers gymnasties coach, spent 12 weeks of
her summer vacation last year
handling sports operations at the
U.S. Olympic Training Center
(OTC) in Colorado Springs, Colo.
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Managing the lives of nearly 600
athletes a day using the OTC's
facilities, taught Bryson a new
respect for sports vocations other
than her own. "Out of the 33
different sports offered at the OTC,
I worked in 29 areas,"said Bryson.
"I learned to reappreciate the
dedication and effort involved in
various sports."
Handling the housing, food, activity and transportation needs of
almost 15,000 athletes a month,

Bryson said her work at thecenter
was invaluable. "Although we
worked 12-14 hour days, the ex
perience in sports administration
was wonderful," she said. "My
experience and training in athletic
administration at MSU was a big
factor inmy ability to do wellat the
OTC."
Bryson and another femalestaf
fer lived at the OTCin a dormitory
with all the weightlifters in train
ing. "I called them my 'gentle
giants,"' shelaughed. "The weightlifters were very protective of me
and my roommate."
All of the athletes at the center
came to rely on Bryson and the
other staff members for support in
a variety of ways. Many athletes
live year-around at thecenter, miles
away from their families, spending
their time "training, eating and
sleeping," said Bryson.
"They makesuch sacrifices,"she
noted, adding, "When the teams
were selected for the Pan-American
Games and the Olympics, I would
congratulate the ones chosen and
have toconsole those who were not.
"And when I came back to
Memphis and watched the PanAm Games on TV, I was thrilled to
recognize the faces of so many
kids—proud to know thatkid made
it!"
Bryson expects to experience a
similar pride this summer; for
although she won't be attending
the Olympics in person, she'll be
looking forfamiliar facesfrom last
summer to appear on her television
screen.—Laurie Petrick

A

.fter only three years in exis
tence, Memphis State Review, the
literary journal publishedby MSU's
English department, has been
named by Writer's Digest magazine
as one of the top 30 nonpaying
fiction markets in the nation.
Writer's Digest, a trade publica
tion for writers, rated the Review
14th as a result of a survey con
ducted to determine nationally the
"thirty top fiction markets where
payment is measured interms other
than dollar signs." The Digest
regularly rates publications based
on circulation, number of annual
submissions, response time, rights
purchased and other criteria.
William H. Page, MSU professor
of English, who edits the Review
with the aid of a group of student
editors, received notice from the
Digest last spring the publication
had been nominated as one of the
top 30 publications.
"We don't know where the nomi
nation came from, but we're really
pleased to learn we cameout in the
company of some importantliterary
journals like The Paris Review,
Cornell University's Epoch Maga
zine, and Arizona Quarterly."
The biannual Memphis State
Review, with a circulation of 2,500,
publishes poetry and fiction from
MSU students and authors across
the country. Upcoming issues will
include works from Pulitzer Prize
winner W. D. Snodgrass; Paul
Zimmer, director of the University
of Georgia Press; and Fred
Chappell, of Greensboro, N.C., a
prolific writer and winner of a
Rockefeller Grant and the 1980
North Carolina Award.
"Already we're receiving inquir
ies from people who have seen the
rating and want to contribute to
the magazine," Page said. With its
new national rating, Page foresees
continued growth for the Review.
"We hope to get some poems from
James Dickey," he said. "This
should also bring in some strong
fiction, and at some futuretime, we
hope to be able to pay contribu
tors."—Laverne Daley

A.n MSU alumnus who had never set foot on campus or even visited
the South until hecame to receive his degree, has received the University
College Faculty Council Award.
Michael Breault of Dover, New Hampshire, was selected to receive the
award honoring the graduating senior with the highest overall quality
point average. Breault's QPA was 3.82 on a scale of 4.00. He received his
bachelor of professional studies degree in nuclear industrial operations
last August through a special program MSU has set up to train nuclear
industry personnel on-site.
The program, administered by MSU'sCenter for Nuclear Studies, sends
qualified MSU instructorsto nuclear power companies around the country
to teach accelerated coursesin the field to students. Breault is an employee
of the Public Service Company of New Hampshire.
His award will be presented this April during the annual University
Honors Assembly.

A.n MSU student is going to
Congress this month.
Charles Brown, 21, is one of 20
students selected nationwide to
serve asa 1984Sears Congressional
Intern.

Brown, asenior journalismmajor,
was chosen on the basis of his
academic performance, writing
ability and interest in legislative
affairs reporting. He will be as
signed to the staff of a U.S. Con
gressman during a three-month
internship.
He has been editor of MSU's
campus newspaper, The Daily
Helmsman and is majoring in the
news-editorial journalism sequence.
His internship began February 1
and pays a living stipend of $2,050
plus a travel allowance.
The Sears Congressional Intern
ship program was established in
1969 in cooperation with the
Accrediting Council on Education
in Journalismand Mass Communi
cations to provide undergraduate
students with firsthand knowledge
of the legislative processes of
Congress.—Claire Lowry
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A f somethinglike a LoveCanal,
a Times Beach, or another Holly
wood Dump should happen in the
Mid-South in the future, students
in a new program in Memphis
State's biology department might
be amongthe professionalsworking
to solvethe problemsthose hazards
bring.
The new program, a concentra
tion in toxicology, deals with
poisons and toxic wastes and the
ways those modern dangers affect
society. The concentration is the
first of its kindat theundergraduate
level in the Mid-South, although
similar programs are in use else
where, according to Dr. Stephen
Klaine, assistant professor of bi
ology and director of the new
program. Klaine is also MSU's
resident toxicologist.
"The new program will train
students to be more marketable
biologists," Klaine said. Formerly,
students with chemistry or biology
degrees had limited career choices
following graduation. They could
go to medical or dental school,or do
further study in graduate school,
and those who were notaccepted to
medical school often had difficulty
finding jobs. Klaine said students

who pursue the new concentration
doing environmental research,
will be able to find jobs after
MSU students in the new program
graduation doing research in clin
will use state-of-the-art equipment
ical or industrial toxicology, or
such as a recently-acquired gas
working for governmental regula
chromatograph which can be used
tory agencies.
to measure pesticide residue in
The Mid-South is an ideal spot
tissue, plants, and soil.
for studentsto studyenvironmental
One area of student and faculty
pollution, mainly because of the
research dealswith biodegradation,
wide use of pesticides here, Klaine
which involves the use of bacteria
said. "Since we live in the center of
to decompose toxic substances.
a huge agricultural area, pesticide
Along with Dr. Rhonda Sandifer,
pollution is the problem.There's no
MSU assistant professor of chem
way to get around our dependence
istry, and some students, Klaine
on pesticides and our increased
has been investigating the possi
pesticide application. Pesticides
bility of using that method to deal
and fertilizers both eventuallyend
with toxins in areas like the
up in our streams and surface
Hollywood Dump in North Mem
waters, posing a threat not only to
phis.
marine life but to humans who
Klaine saidthe newconcentration
might eat contaminated fish."
requires MSU students todo exten
The problems of such pollution
sive study outside the biology
in the environment have been
department, especially in chemis
growing since the 1960's, with the
try, mathematics and physics, and
rise in production of pesticides,
to completea practicum in biology,
chemicals and other toxic sub
working under the supervision of a
stances, as well as with the in
faculty member to gain experience
creased use of nuclear power.
at selected work sites.
"These problems are a necessary
Klaine expects the first MSU
hazard of modern society," Klaine
graduates of the new concentration
said. "We have to learn to deal with
to be ready for work in the springof
them."
1985.—Laverne Daley
While studying toxicology and

Playboy magazine may have place finisher in the Metro Con about the team:
lost some fans last fall when they ference.
"Memphis State has depth prob
failed to select MSU student Keith
The Playboy article said this lems as bad as the bends, but some
Lee to their 10-player first team
will be cured byfour prime recruits.
basketball selections.
The most promising is 6-11 center
Lee, who made the publication's
William Bedford. The Tigers will
All-America team as a sophomore,
still be essentially a one-man team,
was said to have been a contender
with the outcome of all games
for a spot on the team but was not
heavily dependent on the play of
available for a picture session last
Keith Lee, the best player in school
summer because his mother was
history."
ill.
Veteran Tiger watchers report
The selections were made for
that Playboy might do better to
Playboy by AnsonMount, who also
stick to spicy "pix" rather than
picked the Tigers as the fourthsporting "picks".—Laurie Petrick

EVENTS
1984

FEBRUARY

2-5

New Music Festival, Harris Aud,, free, 454-2400.

5

ART SOUTH: First Biennial Exhibition of Painting and Sculpture, University Gallery, Reception,
Awards presentation, Lecture: Sunday, Feb. 5, Exhibit ends March 11.

8

Executive-In-Residence, Dr. Susan Bies, First Tennessee, for information, 454-2431.

10

River City Writer Series, guest: Shelby Foote, University Center, 7:30 p.m. Admission $2.00.

10-11

Opera Theatre Gala, Harris Aud., 454-2400

13-18

"Phedre" Studio Theatre, 8 p.m., 454-2043

17

Goodwyn Institute Lecture, University Center, 7:45 p.m., "Mysterious Mayalands," free.

23

Executive-In-Residence, Dr. E. C. Leonard, HUMKO, For information, 454-2431.

28

Jazz Week, Harris Aud., continues through March 3, 454-2400.

1-3

"My Fair Lady" by Lerner & Lowe, University Theatre, 8 p.m., 454-2043.

16

Goodwyn Institute Lecture, University Center, 7:45 p.m., "Irresistible India,"free.

25

Memphis Area Independent Schools Student Exhibit, runs through April, University Gallery

26

Visiting artist: David Northington, piano, 8:15 p.m., Harris Aud., 454-2400.

27

Executive-In-Action, Allen Israel, president, Casual Corner Inc., Fogelman 118, 7 p.m.

5-7

Symposium: Mexican Archaeology Past and Present, For information, Hal Haskell, 454-2506.

8

Visiting artist: Charles High, piano, 8:15 p.m., Harris Aud., 454-2400.

9-14

Festival of Three One-Act Plays by James McLure: "Laundry and Bourbon", "Lone Star" and
"Private War," 8 p.m., University Theatre, 454-2043.

20

Goodwyn Institute Lecture, University Center, 7:45 p.m., "Pulse of Portugal," free.

26

Arte Vivo: Traditions in Mexican Folk Art, University Gallery. Reception April 26. Exhibit runs
through June 9. Symposium: Apr. 27-29.

27

Mid-South Spelling Bee finals, University Center, 5-11 p.m.

MARCH

APRIL

ONGOING EVENTS
1983-84 Academic Fund continues each month. To make a gift call 454-2155.
For information on current events scheduled at Memphis State call the Information Center at
454-2040.
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TIGER '84
BASEBALL
SCHEDULE
February

00
Feb. 4

Tiger Basketball
Alabama Birmingham (home)

Feb.11

Florida State (away)

Feb. 13

South Carolina (home)

Feb. 15

Florida State (home)

Feb. 18

Louisville (home)

Feb. 20

Southern Mississippi (away)

Feb. 22

Virginia Tech (away)

Feb. 27

Cincinnati (home)

Mar. 3

Louisville (away)

Mar. 9-11 Metro Tournament (MSU hosts)

24
25
March

3
4
6
7
10
12
14
15
17
18
22
24-25
27
28
April

1
3-4
6-8
11
13-15
18
20-21
24-25
28
29
May

1
2
4-6
10-14

Arkansas-Little Rock
Arkansas-Little Rock
at Austin Peay
at Tennessee Tech
Murray State
at Arkansas State
at Union
Lambuth
at UT-Martin
Christian Brothers College
University of Wisconsin-Stout
at Middle Tennessee
at Christian Brothers College
Southern Illinois
at Murray State
Arkansas State
Tennessee Tech
at Alabama
Southern Mississippi
Vanderbilt
at Tulane
at Lambuth
at Tennessee
Alabama
Ole Miss
at Ole Miss
Austin Peay
Southeast Missouri State
Florida State
at Metro Conference Tournament
(Tallahasse, Fla.)

Memphis State

IN MEMORIAM
Rex Dockery

Chris Faros

Charles Greenhill

Glenn Jones

December 12,1983

"To show great love for God and our neighbor we
need, not do great things. It is how much love we
put in the doing that makes our offering something
beautiful for God."

Memorials should be sent in care of the Memphis State University Football Scholarship Fund,
Athletic Business Office, MSU, Memphis, Tennessee 38152.
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